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Roll No.
[Total no. of Questions: 9]
B.Tech Mechanical)
3"d Semester
Fluid Mechanics
BTME3Ol-18
Paper ID:

Maximum Marks: 60

Time: 3 Hours

compulsory' Do any four questions
Note: This paper consists of three sections' Section A is
from section B and any two questions fron section C'
Section A (2 marks each)
Q:

1

a)

How viscosity of liquids and gases vary with temperature'

b)Thepressure3mbelowthefreesurfaceoftheliquidisL3JZkN/m2,Determine
its sPecific weight.

c)

Explain stable, unstable and neuhal equilibrium of floating body?

d)

What is the difference between convective and local acceleration?

e)

What is momentum conection factor?

0

Why triangular weir is more suitable than rectangular weir?

g)

What is Weber's model? Give examples of its applications'

h)

Why divergent part lenglh is more than convergent part in venturimeter'

i)
j)

Can two stream lines intersect with each other? Explain'

What is imPortance of TEL and HGL?
Section B (5 marks each)

Q:2

offlow from atap of 12mm diaarctet is Bm/s, Determine the diameter of
thejetatl.5mfromthetapwheni)theflowisverticallydownwardsandii)theflowis
The velocity

verticallY uPwards.

Q:3Deriveanexpressionforfindingthefrequencyofoscillationofafloatingbodyinterms

.

of its metacentric height.

Q:4

In film lubricated joumal bearings, the frictional torque is found to depend on the speed
of rotation, viscosity of the oil, the load on projected area and the diameter. Evaluate
dimensionless parameters for application to such bearings in general'

e:5

Find the expression for discharge per unit width between two parallel plates at distance b
apart, when one plate is moving at velocity v while other one is held stationary, for the
condition of zero shear stress at fixed plate.

Q:6

Water flows at the rate of 40 titre/s through a reducer section 7 2. At Section 1 the
diameter and datum head are 200 mm and 6 m. At section 2, the diameter and datum
head are !50 mm and 3 m. The pressure at section is 294.3 kN /m2 . Determine the
pressure at section 2.

-

t

Section C (10 marks each)

Q:7
Q:8

Q:9

Derive two dimensional continuity equation in polar coordinates.

a)

Derive an expression for the angle made by the free surface in a liquid that is
subjected to both acceleration and gravitation.

b)

A tall cylinder of

m diameter is frlled with fluid to a depth of 0.5 m and rotated
at a speed such that the height at the centre is zero. Find the speed of rotation
1

Derive an expression for computing discharge through a venturimeter?

Roll No: ...........................
[Total No.

ofQuestions:09]

[Total No. ofPage:02]

Programme/Course: B.Tech (Mechanical Engineering)
Name ofthe subject: Basic Electronics Engineering
Subject code: BTEC30$18
Paper ID:
Time: 03 Hours
Instruction to Candidates:
1)Section - A is Compulsory.
2)Attempt any Four questions fiom Section - B.
3) Attempt any Two questions from Section - C.
Section
Q1

a)

Madmum Marks: 60

(10 x 2 =20)

-A

Solve for following conversions
(11

l10l)z

:

(?)ro

Convert (ABC)re = (?)ro

b)

Define breakdown voltage in PN Junction diode?

c)
d)

Simpliff and minimize the given expression: (A + C) (AD + AD) + AC + C

e)

What are the characteristics

f)

Write truth table for 3 input X-NOR gate.

g)
h)

Write differences between ideal and practical diode?

i)
j)

Write differences between nMOS and pMOS?

What are the universal gates and why they are called so?

offlip flop?

Give the design of common base configuration

What is the significance of digital signals?
Section

-

B

@x5=20)

Q2 Explain full wave rectifier of center tapped configuration

Q3 Design D Flip flop, by detailing about excitation table, and K-Map with its logical
implementation.
Q4 State and prove De-Morgan's Theorem with the help of truth table.
Q5 Design K-Map for given tunction
F (A, B, C, D) =

lm(t,2,3,4,6,7,

8, 9) +d (0,

l4)

Q6 Derive X-OR and X-NOR gate from the universal gates.

Section-C

(2 x 10 = 20)

Q7) Explain for following:

a)
b)

Write differences between differentiator and integrator
Explain V-I characteristics ofPN Junction diode

QE) Explain for following:

a)
b)

Explain the common collector configurations
Design JK Flip Flop and also explain about the race around condition'

Q9) Discuss characteristics of ideal Op-Amp and Photo Diode.

Roll No:
[Total No. of Questions: 09]

[Total No. of Page :01]

Programme/Course:...,.................
Name of the subject: Basic Thermodynamics
Subject code:BTME-305-18
Paper ID:........

Time: 03 Hours
Instruction to Candidates:
1)Section - A is Compulsory.
2)Attempt any Four questions flom Section - B.
3) Attempt any Two questions from Section - C.

Section-A
Q1

a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
f1
g)
h)

i)
j)

Q3

(10

x2 =20)

Define microscopic and macroscopic approach.
What are Extensive Properties? Give Examples
Explain the term Scavenging.
What is meant by Quasi-Static Process?
Explain the terms State, Path, and Process.
Differentiate between Nozzle and Diffuser.
Define Coefficient of Performance.
State the importance of Second law of Thermodynamics.
Define Mean Effective Pressure.
Explain the term Dryness Fraction.

Section-B
Q2

Maximum Marks: 60

(4x5=20)

Compare Otto Cycle and Diesel Cycle using P-V and T-S diagrams.

Heat flows from a hot reservoir at 800 K to another reservoir at 250. If the entropy
KjlK, make calculations for the heat flowing out

change ofthe overall process is 4.25
of the high temperature reservoir.

Q4 Explain the working ofFour Stroke Petrol Engine.
Q5 Steam at 1000 kPa and 300 degree C enters an engine and expands to 20 kPa. If the
exhaust steam as a dr;ness fraction of 0.9, make calculations for the drop in enthalpy
and change in entropy.

Q6

Discuss Corollaries of Camot's Theorem.
Section

-C

(2x10=20)

Q7) Two reversible heat engines A and B are arranged in series. Engine A rejects heat to
engine B. A receives 200 KJ at a temperature of 421 degree C from the hot source

while engine B is in communication with a cold sink at a temperature of 5 degree C. If
the work output of A is twice that of B, Find intermediate temperature between A and
B, efficiency of each engine and heat rejected to the sink.

Q8)

State the Kelvin-Plank and Clausius statements
establish the equivalorce between them.

Q9) Draw

of second law of thennodynarnicg and

a curve showing the variation of thermal effrciency

with compression ratio. What

limits the compression ratio for an engine working on otto cycle?

Roll No:
Total No. of Questions: 07

Total No. of Page :03

B Tech. (Mechanical Engineering) (Sem-3)

MACHINEDRAWING
Subject code: BTME-303
Paper ID:.......,..,,..,..,

Time: 03 Hours
Instruction to Candidates:

Madmum Marks: 60

1' SECTIoN-A is coMPULSoRy consisting of NINE questions carrying
TWO marks each,
2. SECTIoN-B contains FouR questions carlxing FouR marks each
and students have to

attempt any THREE questions.
3' SECTION-c contains TWo questions carrying THTRTY marks each and
students have to
attempt any ONE question.
4. First angle projection to be used. you may assume any missing dimension.

SECTION- A

Ql, Answer briefly

:

a) Describe the Aligned system ofdimensioning.

b) Define the terms limits and tolerance.
c) What do you understand by flexible coupling?
d) Draw the symbols for single butt weld.
e) Draw the sketch

offive types oflines

used in machine drawing.

D What is the difference between pitch and lead

ofa

screw thread?

g) Under what circumstances cotterjoints are commonly used?
h) Draw edge and comer welding joints.

i) What is the advantage ofproviding protective flanges?

SECTION- B
2. Draw the two views of a hexagonal nut of nominal diameter 25mm.
3. Draw the free hand sketch

ofknucklejoint.

4. Draw the flee hand sketch of muffcoupling.

5. Sketch freehand the full sectional flont view ofspigot and socketjoint.

SECTION- C

6'

Assemble all the parts and draw the following assembled
views of plumber brock.
(a) Half sectional front view (b) End view

rJ DETA|LS OF PLUarftMEs

stocx

7. Assemble the parts ofa crane hook given
in Fig. 2 and draw the following views
(a) Elevation full in section
O) Side view
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EXAMINATION-DECEMBER
STRENGTII OF MATERIALSSUBJECT CODE: BTME
301

I

Time: 3 Hrs.

rNsrrRucrroNs To

i.

Section

i.

ifl,ilill""J li,l

4.

A

Ma* Marks:

cAr\rDrDATEs:

is compulsoryand
it has ten questions. Each
question carries Two
marks.

Assume missin,

ff;ffi

ca'ies Five marks.
,,l,lii,'ill'"1lli*l.i- c.".Each quesrion carries
Ten marks

o"n ,r,nt ]t",fr"ilction

Section

QI.

-A

a) what is point ofcontraflexure?
b) what do you mean by temperature
stress and temperature
strain?
c) Explain principle stress and principle
plane.
d) State the assumptions made in
derivation oftorsion equation'
e) Define section modulus.

f)

60

(Marks:2 each)

What do you understand
by the terms ,.column,,
and ,.strut,,?
Why is prediction of deflection
of beams important?

g)
h) What do you mean by slenderness

i)
j)

ratio?
Show variation of shear stress
along the radius of a shaft
under torsional load.
Define shear force and bending
moment
on a beam.

Q2.

A

Section _ B
brass bar, having cross_sectional
area

of 900

(Marks:
mm2.

5 each)

is subjected to axial forces
as

shown in figure. Dimensions:
AB = 0.6 m. BC = 0.g m and
CD
elongation of the bar. E= I
x 105

: I m. Find the total

N/mm2.

Q3. Drive expression for slope and deflection
at the free end of a cantilever beam
supportmg
concentated load at free end.

a

Q4. A column oftimber section

15 crn

x 20 cm is 6 m long with both ends fixed. E for timber is

KN/mm2, determine: a) Crippling load and b) Safe load for the column

17.5

if factor of safety = 3.

Q5. A drive sha.ft running at 2500 rpm has outer diameter 60 mm and inner diameter 40 mm- The
allowable shear stress in the shaft is 35 MPa. Find the maximum power that can be transmitted
using the shaft.

Q6. Determine the longest span ofa simply supported beam (250 rnm deep and 100 mm wide) that
would carry a UDL of 4 KN per metre run, if the bending stress is not to exceed 12 N/mm2.

Section
Q7. Draw SFD and BMD for

-C

(Marks: l0 each)

a simply supported beam shown in the figure.

Q8. A moment of 3.5 KN-m is applied around the horizontal neutral axis of a wooden T- section
beam (figure), inducing tension below the neutral axis. Find the stresses at the extreme fibres
the cross-section. Dimensions:

a: b:

150 mm,

F

of

50 mm.

Q9. Calculate deflection and slope at the points under the two point loads and the maximum
deflection for the beam shown in the figure when I= 70 x lOa ma and E :200 GN/m2:

Roll No.

=----

l#ffi

ii6X?ti;"i,1,,
B.TECH. (3ds-EMEsTER _
MECH _ REGULAR)
EXAMINATION- SAMPLE
PAPER
THEORY OF MACHINES-I
SUBJECT CODE: BTME _
302_18

Time: 3 I{rs.
INSTRUCTION TO

l.

2.
3.

C'\.DIDATES;

Max. Marks: 60

SECTION_A is COMpLILSORy
consisting of TEN questions
carrying TWO marks
SECTION_B contains FI
carrying FIVE marks each
and students have to
anempt any FouR

each.

ou"r,Inurlu"t"ons

SECTION-C contains Tt
carrying TEN marks each
and srudents have
ro anempt any Two qu"rffn:.qu"'tions
Section

Qr.
a) Define

-A
(Marks: 2 each)

link.

b) Explain the term kinemadc
chain.
c) Differentiate between ,Lower
pair, and .Higher pair,.

d) Differentiate between ,fixed'
and 'permanent, instantanoous
cenfies.
e) Explain the phenomenon
of .slip, in a belt drive.
r) What is the function of
a fl1,wheel?
o) Name the various
types ofbrakes and dynamometers?

h) Define effort ofa governor,

i) Name the various types of
followers

i)

used with cams?
Explain the terms ,fluctuation
ofspeed, as applied to fllrvheels.

Section

-

B

Q2. Sketch and describe the working ofpantograph.
Q3. Describe the principles ofworking of
brakes ofvarious types.
Drive
an expression to determine the
Q4'
fatio ofdriving

(Marks:

5 each)

tensions fbr flat belt drive.
Q5' A vehicle moving on a rough plane inclined
at r0. with the horizontal at a speed
of36
km'th has a wheel base l'g metres.
The centre of gravity of the vehicre
is 0.g metre from
the rear wheers and 0.g metre above
the incrined plane. Find the distance
travelred by the
vehicle before coming to rest and the
time taken to do so when the vehicle
moves up the
plane' The brakes are appried to
a'the four wheels and the coefficient offriction
is 0.5.

e6. A machine punches
cm of sheared

3.

j.,
u.u.

seconds. The

diameter ho.les
in a 3cm thi
punch has

,nu*,,nr,l"
of
the mass ofthe
fl)rvh",l1 .tt*O

"

,;;;;

.rk

prate 60 N-M
of work per square

-o

punches one
hole every

l0
*
of
gvration
is 27mlsec' Find
't
ifthe speed at tir;;;;, "'
;"i*'us
to fall below 24
m./sec

punch.

the flywheel

during each

section

-c
e7. A carn drives a flat
reci_-^- ..ng follower
in the follo
rotation of the
cam, fot,
harmonic motion'

tn" allil^ll"es'outwards
t dwells during

ofcam rotation, th"
90. of cam rotation.

oam.

foro

manner : During

*';;;;
-'--r^distance

next

moves inwards
w,rn

T
Theminimum

(Marks:

'

''*

10 each)

first 120'

of20 mm with simple

totation' During
next r20o
followet dwells for
the next

"ut

,rr.-t*"

radius of the .u,n
cam ,.
rs 25 mm' Draw
the profile of rhe

e8. A proe, govemorhas
equar arm"
mm' The upper and
are pivoted on
tower ends ofrhe
d," u"i, ortli:::t-t"11 '00
arms
tou"-ot' The eftension arm
mm long and parallel
ofthe lower links
,o o'"
are each 80
when the *or,
200 mm. The
1,.:
mass

".,.::-^"''

t.rrn"t

^

Derermine

th",un

", "",':
or.o""l

::n::#"f';: ffi: "r ;l:;il1 i""jl: ffi ;::

Q9. A bicycle and rider"
ofmass no ut ut"
ouvelling at the
rate
A brake is appried to
,n" ; *eel which
0., r
resistance acting.

no,

*

*11 the bicvcle

before ir comes
to rest? The

r

t

5

l" i'
"
travel ;;'";;:t*"ter

r'essure applied on the brake ,#t

kmar on the level
road'
and this is the
onlv
make

:"JJ:ts.wheet

